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Report of meeting held at School of Economic Science, 11 Mandeville Place, London W1U 3AJ
Notes of Open Research Group meeting on 13th September 2017: OpenResearchGroup-170913
Present: Janos, Ahmet, Ashburn, William, Ellena. Paul, Mary (notes).  Apologies John McCone. 

Janos produced a paper on Social Change Forums, featuring the 12-point “Wholology” mandala of 
knowledge (Education, Politics, Philosophy, Economics, Psychology, Science, being the rational 
topics, and Health, Biosophy, Symbiosophy, Esoterics, Arts, and Faiths being the more creative ones),
adopted by Rainbow Ark magazine, that he would like to use as an overall framework for our 
meetings.  Mary’s reminded the group of the origin of the Global Table as an outreach from CCMJ 
and that many different approaches relevant to monetary justice, are collated by Peter Challen into 
Matters in the Air,  and published on the Global Table website –http://www.globaltable.org.uk, but Janos
felt that we had moved beyond this.  Whilst acknowledging that our discussions are wide-ranging, 
Mary doubted that we had the discipline to follow Janos’s model, as we tend to talk about current 
concerns.  Meanwhile, Janos aims to transfer material from:  https://goodworld.lightnet.co.uk on to a 
new website - http://goodworldmovement.net - and Mary has undertaken to help him with this: 

Ashburn, reporting from three-week holiday in US and Costa Rica, described attending the flower 
culture festival amongst the St Lucian community in New York, with the King and the Queen, they 
were raising funds, he was hugged and kissed by the Queen, then arrested, they took him in front of a 
judge, and he was fined $5 – which was a fundraising stunt! Regarding Israel and the Palestinians, as 
a Liberal Democrat, he says that the injustice that’s happening to the people there is not supportable. 

Ahmet from Istanbul, radiologist, has been in UK for 6 months, studying English, and when qualified
will apply for work as a radiologist. He picked up the point about prejudice against certain racial 
groups.  This gave rise to a discussion about identity politics, which emphasizes differences, whereas 
as William said, Christianity promotes universal identity. Ashburn added that as a politician he avoids 
emphasis on faith differences  – when asked about whether he believes in faith schools, he said only if
the state is not financing you, you can enforce your own religion. Ellena feels that faith is individual 
and should not be forced on others – her interest is in interfaith, which means listening to one another.

Ellena went on to talk about the history of the Austrian empire, a dynastic family inheritance, corrupt 
catholicism which supported a hierarchy, the Holy Roman Empire, with Archdukes etc, making it up 
as they went along – they become the dynasty.  If we think ISIS is so brutal, we should look at what 
was happening in the 12th Century.  We were not taught the gruesome history at school, the Crusaders 
were the goodies, we are taught a dressed up version.  Ahmet says religion is not comfortable with 
democracy – in Turkey you can’t open a restaurant or sell alcohol within 50 meters of the mosque.     

Mary added that it looks as if in Myanmar, where Ang San Suu Kyi is being criticised for not putting 
a stop to it, Islamic terrorists rose up, and this resulted in  a crack-down on the whole community: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aung_San_Suu_Kyi. In contrast, here in the UK, the politically-correct 
authorities turned a blind eye to teenagers being raped by members of the Islamic community.
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Paul expanded on the theme  of islamisation, noting that Gaddafi’s rule was secular, and there was no 
islamification of Libya until his overthrow.  The various rebel groups who opposed Gaddafi were 
largely secular, it was not a religious movement, but so much greed that arose that it led to a conflict 
with outside parties arming each side:  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Muammar_Gaddaf 

He explained that Islam is a religion with two halves, one is a religious component borrowed from 
Christianity (Mohammed’s mother was Jewish his grandfather Christian), the other half is that Islam 
is an eternal warrior cult, and the Koran is an eternal recruitment device – whatever you do is good, 
and is for God, and it gives them a complete sanction to do whatever they want – until we understand 
this in the west we will not be able to cope with it.

Ahmet added that ISIS behaves radically, it’s the manifestation of Islam.  Paul continued that they 
read the Koran for how to conduct war, their ambition is Jihad, to control the entire world.  Referring 
to the Crusaders, you have to understand that Saudi Arabia is where the Arabs are native, and they 
were surrounded by other tribes, so what Mohammed did was unite the warring tribes as one warrior 
band, so that it was impossible to resist them. Their strength was that they did not care if they 
personally died in the cause.  

So the Arabs are one Semitic group within a region where they were many other Semitic groups, and 
what happened was that this rolling army would invade a region and just keep rolling.  The Byzantine 
army were unable to maintain their army due to financial problems, as there was only one class of 
people were paying tax, and the other problem they had was that once Christianity had dominated the 
empire they outlawed all the other factions of Christianity that did not support the Trinity, so there 
was a lot of random killing for theological incorrectness, of groups like the  Arians, who were 
advocating a return to Unitarianism, and when the Arabs attacked towns, they told people that unless 
they accepted Islam, they would be killed, so this was the main way they conquered – they offered 
them the Unitarian aspects of Islam, which was more similar than the beliefs of  the Holy Roman 
Empire.  Islamic Arabs had conquered three-quarters of the Christian world - Syria, Iraq, Iran, India - 
and they found Islam a more appealing religion, but it was a Christian region ruled by an Arab 
Muslim elite – over several hundred years they forced people to convert, they occupied the Balkans 
and got as far as the gates of Vienna, the army from Morocco had occupied the whole of Spain and in 
the year 737 the Spanish fought back, but it took hundreds of years to get the Arabs out of France and 
Spain,  in the regions they took over, there was increasing Islamism, so we are left with less than a 
third of the original area of Christianity, and this is still going on, this is the plan.  

So currently Europe is suffering from a second wave of occupation, and things are speeding up now 
because of the internet.  If you go to Marseilles in France, it’s a majority Muslim city, if you as a 
woman go about in summer dress, you are likely to be assaulted for not wearing the correct Islamic 
female attire, so this is part of the rolling demographic conquest of Europe.  Also they have as many 
children as possible.  Continuing with the story of the Crusades, several European countries got 
together and realised they were conquering southeastern Europe, and there was an attempt to re-
conquer the region, for a while they had successes but eventually they were defeated. The world has 
failed to frame the Crusades correctly because they view it as a region which was Arab/Muslim.

Up to 100 years ago, that region was 25% Christian, it’s now down to 5%.  200 years ago the region 
that was the Ottoman empire was 50% Christian.  The ethnic ancestry of the region has been Arabised
by murder and forced conversion.  Paul says there have been wars in Christianity, but they were not 
on the offensive.  For background on this see: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Islamization.  
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Ellena interposed that they are all the same, and we shouldn’t be fighting at all. But Paul reiterated 
that the Middle East had been a Christian region occupied by a Muslim elite.  The process of forced 
conversion and assimilation by the Arabs and Turks continues - Turkish ancestry is actually below 
5%.  He added that the Islamic greeting Peace be with You, is to establish that they are of your faction
and not an enemy, so we have peace only with those who are on our side.  It’s the epitome of a 
patriarchal system.  Within every system, a family group, tribal, political meeting, they assess who is 
the most senior male present, and give them all the power, which is why they are always angry 
because they are not the senior male present.  A friend, an ultra orthodox Jew who lived in Cairo for 
many years found that every situation the decision was made by the most psychotic member. 

William added that as soon as you have a group there’s always a psychotic running it.  It’s always 
about power.  In Christianity, it’s always the younger brother, it doesn’t go through power, it’s a whole
different psychology,  Eg Ishmail’s wife, Hagar versus Sarah…. Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, emphases 
the younger son.  In Islam it’s the older son, it’s about power, so you have two different psychologies, 
the elder wants psychotic control, younger one has brotherly love.  Ahmet says if you criticise Islam 
in an islamic country you may be killed.  It’s an extremely conformist religion, if you look at the 
Koran.  Paul mentioned that a friend reporting from an Afghan village said that the Koran had views 
about the way women should be treated, he pointed out these passages and said why don’t we follow 
this, they said he was an apostate and killed him.  What is actually practised is Arab culture of the 
700s dressed up as a religion.  Although it says you should be fair and kind, what they are practising is
Arab culture. Where it sanctions the brutality they quote it, and they ignore the other stuff.  

William says his wife came from Indonesia, they hate Islamic fundamentalists, they have a family 
culture, and the west is trying to get a dialogue through the Indonesian branch of Islam, cultural walls 
have been built up, the Koran is Judeo-Christianity which has been taken over by the Islamic war cult,
and if you start shaping ideology, you can create a world view.  Paul added that a lot of the attacks 
have been done by highly educated people, who  have a sense of guilt that they have risen to a high 
level and they have to expiate their guilt by committing an act of violence.  Someone not religious but
who has a muslim background, can  succeed through the education system, as they have abandoned 
their cultural background by being assimilated into western society - the enemy culture. He is  
formulating a theory that this sense of guilt contributes to them becoming dedicated terrorists. 

Ellena countered this by saying all wars end up with people killing each other so she would not have 
supported the Crusades.  She feels the important discussions are on the economy, and recommends 
Renegade Inc, which is broadcast by RT on Mondays.  Ross Ashcroft interviews two people with 
differing views.  The latest is a debate between David Graeber (much respected by the Occupy 
movement) and Adair Turner: On the 10-year anniversary of the financial crisis, politicians are again
ignoring the drivers that caused the biggest financial meltdown since 1929. Contrary to political 
groupthink, it was actually excess private debt – not public debt – that brought the economy crashing 
down in 2007. But today, private debt is again raging. So what’s stopping us talking about the taboo 
that is Britain’s private debt problem? Host Ross Ashcroft is joined by anthropologist and writer 
David Graeber and the former chairman of the now-abolished Financial Services Authority, Lord 
Adair Turner (author of “between Debt and the Devil):  https://www.rt.com/shows/renegade-inc/ 

William reports that Saturday September 23rd is a significant date, which creates a certain imagery:  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Revelation_12_Sign
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